











































































































What is the largest digit that appears in the

answer to 3 37
We have

3 37 90 t 21 111

and
1112 12321

So the largest digit is 3

Note 1112 1001 11

1002 t Il t 2 100 11

10000
2200 tI 21

12321

What is the sum of all fractions of the form
where N is a positive integer less than 7

We have t t t t

Itf Etf Et
I t l t l

3

The six angles of two different triangles are

listed in descending order The list starts 1159

85 7 So 350 What is the last angle in the

















































































































list
We have 180 115 65 so the triangle with the

115 angle cannot have the 85 or 75 angles

Now 85 75 160 so the triangle with the 850
and 75 angles has a third angle of 200

So the triangle with the 115 angle must also have

the 350 angle leaving the last angle to be

180 Ils 35 30

Hence the smallest angle is 20
The Figure shows two shapes that fit together exactly
Each shape is formed by four semicircles of radius 1 What
is the total shaded area

Each green semicircle has area E T 12 12
The area of the red region is the area

of a 2 2 square minus the area of two
semicircles 4 IT
The purple area is equal to the red

area
So the total shaded area is

4 Iz t 214 IT

21T t 8 21T

a s 8 units2














































































































The integer 113 is prime and its reverse 311 is also
prime How many two digit primes are there between 10

and 99 which have the same property

Neither the number itself nor its reverse can end in

an even number or a 5 So we must choose the

digits from 1,3 7,97 We can't repeat a digit
since then the number would be a multiple of 11
The sum of the digits cannot be a multiple of 3 since

then the number would be divisible by 3

So the only possibilities are
11 prime reverse of itself

13 31
17 I 71
19 91 No 91 7 13
37 73
79 97

Hence the answer is 9

A square of side length 1 is drawn A larger square is

drawn around it such that all parallel sides are a distance

1 apart This process continues until the total perimeter of

the squares drawn is 144 What is the area of the

largest square drawn
If a square in the sequence has side length n

then the next largest square has side length n 2

1 I
n














































































































Number of squares in Total perimeter
the sequence

I 4 1 4
2 4 t 4 3 16
3 16 4 5 36
4 361 4 7 64
5 64 t 4 9 100
6 100 t 4 11 144

So the largest square has area 11 11 121

The time is 20 14 What is the smaller angle
between the hour hand and the minute hand on an

accurate analogue clock

12 The minute hand makes a

complete turn in 60mm so
in 1 minute it rotates
360
To Go Hence in 14min

14 it rotates by 6 14 840

The hour hand makes a

g Complete turn in 12 hours
or 12 60 720 min So in
1 minute it rotates by
360
770 0.50

At 20 14 the hour hand has rotated by
8 601 14 X 0.5 2470

So the angle between the two hands is

247 84 1630














































































































Sam has four cubes all the same size one blue
one red one white and one yellow She wants to

give the four cubes together to make the solid shape
shown How many different shapes can 5am make

Two shapes are considered identical if one can be
picked up and turned around so that it looks the
same as the other

There are Four choices of colour for the cube

touching all others For each of those choices there
are 2 ways to assign the other three colours to

the remaining cubes anticlockwise or clockwise in a

circle

So the total number of ways is 4 2 8

A rectangle is made by placing together three
smaller rectangles P Q and R without gaps or overlaps
P measures 3cm x 8cm and Q measures 2cm x 5cm

How many possibilities are there for the measurements of R














































































































We have four cases
Short side of P meets short side of Q
Short side of P meets long side of Q
Long side of P meets short side of Q
Long side of P meets long side of Q z µFor 3 for 3

8 8

82
S S S

2 So R is 8cm by 2cm
1

So R is 5cmby 1cm g
For so R is 5cm by 6cm

6
8 s

2
3

For i 2
3 So R is 2cm by 3cm

8 5

3 2

Hence there are 4 possibilities



My four pet monkeys and I harvested a large pile of

peanuts Monkey A woke in the night and ate half of
them Then Monkey B woke and ate one third of what
remained Then Monkey C woke and ate one quarter of
the rest Then Monkey D woke and ate one fifth of the

rest What fraction of the original harvest was left
Suppose there are originally n peanuts
After Monkey A there were remaining
After Monkey B there were z Is remaining

After Monkey C there were 24 z if remaining
After Monkey D there were 4512 remaining

This is 4S of the original amount

The figure shows an equilateral triangle ABC a square
BCDE and a regular pentagon BEFGH What is the

difference between the sizes of LADE and LAHE



The triangle square and pentagon
all have the same side length

Consider SADC
We have LACD 90 60 150
Since AC DC we have
LADC LDAC 1802152 IS

So LADE 90 15 750
Now consider DEBHI

1 We have LEBH 108 interior
angle of regular pentagon

Since EB BH we have LBEH LBHE 180
2
108 36

Consider the point B The sum of the angles at a

point is 3600 so

LABH 360 GO 90 108 102

Now consider DABH
Since AB BH we have LAHB LBAH 180 1202 39

Finally LAHE LAHB t LBHE 36 t 39 750

So LADE LAHE

I start at the square marked A and make a

succession of moves to the square marked B Each
move may only be made downward or to the right I
take the sum of all the numbers in my path and add 5

For every black square I pass through How many
paths give a sum of 51



A path From A to B in which You move only down or

to the right takes exactly 8 steps four of each type
and will therefore pass through exactly 4 black squares

This will add a total of 4 5 20 to the sun

So the sum of the values on the other squares must

be 51 20 31
The path must pass through either 13 14 or 15 to get
to B Then the remaining two numbers must add to one

of 31 13 18 31 14 17 or 31 15 16 But the lowest
of the remaining numbers is 10 so the minimum total is

20

Hence there are no paths with a total of 51

A point lying somewhere inside a parallelogram is joined
to the four vertices thus creating four triangles T U V

and W as shown Prove that

Area T t Area V Area U Area W



Construct lines parallel to the sides as shown

A
H

B G

C F
D E

We have A B c CD E CF and CGI EH

as each is half the area of the smaller parallelograms

created

Furthermore

T G CFI u H A



V B t C w D t CE

So T t V G f t B t C

CH t E t A T D

CH t A CD CE

U t W as required

There are 20 sweets on the table Two players take
turns to eat as many sweets as they choose but they
must eat at least one and never more than half of

what remains The loser is the player who has no valid
move Is it possible For one of the two players to
Force the other to lose IF so how

If there are only 3 sweets left then the player to
move wins he takes one other player takes one initial

player takes the last one

remaining Result for player to move More

4 win 4 2
5 Loses can only go 5 24 or 5 33

6 win 6 s
7 win 7 s
8 win 8 5
9 win 9 35
to win to 75
11 Loses

only moves are 11 10,9 8,7 6



When there are 20 sweets the First player wins

by taking 9 leaving 11 for the second player
Find a Fraction In with my n s t all of the

Fractions
mn.mn III 2 III Ets

can be simplified by cancelling

Trial error set m 2 Then the numerators are

2,3 4 S G 7

We have LCM 2,3 4 5,6 7 22 3 5 7 420

Note that 420 t K is divisible by K For 1 2 7

So set n 420 t 2 422 The Fractions are

an zit 7 It IT
7 4 _of 7 Es Is
mnt I mnIf f

So one possible answer is m 2
n 422



M 2 n 842
Mtl 3 at 1 843

i
Mt5 7 nts 847



m Mtl ritz at Mtg mtg
A 2 2 3 4 S 6 7

a antiL
i i

s

L
S

Mt3 S ht 3 84 beodd

mt4 6 at 4 846
MtS 7 nts 847

840

210 842214 X
21 843
216 u

217 844
845
846
847


